
 

 

 

 

NEWS RELEASE 

Rama Theertha Kasi joins ManSat Group as Spectrum Engineer 

Douglas, Isle of Man – 19 November 2019 

The ManSat Group has appointed Rama Theertha Kasi as Spectrum Engineer as the 
company continues to expand its service offerings and grow its team on the Isle of 
Man. 

Rama joins ManSat having previously worked as Network Engineer at Ericsson, 
serving clients across several countries. 

Rama holds a Masters in Space Studies from International Space University and a 
Bachelor of Electronics and Communication Engineering from Amrita School of 
Engineering. 

A member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, EuroScience and 
Space Generation Advisory Council, Rama worked as an intern in the Indian Space 
Research Organization’s Satellite Center, focusing on “Pseduo-Noise Regenerative 
Ranging for Deep Space Missions”,. He was also selected as “Interim Communication 
Subsystem lead” for a Mars Robotic Mission at NASA Ames Research Center. 

Rama said: “Nothing can be more exciting than starting my career in the space 
industry with the world’s largest commercial spectrum provider, ManSat. With 
ManSat’s 20 years of extensive expertise and experience in satellite filing process 
and consultancy across different administrations around the world, I feel honoured 
to have joined the company as a Spectrum Engineer. 

“I look forward to expanding services to provide end-to-end technical consultancy, 
starting from the selection of frequencies for the satellite mission to the interference 
analysis required for coordination of any GSO or NGSO systems. I am delighted to 
work with the experienced, enthusiastic team at ManSat voicing the needs and 
necessities of our customers across different forums around the world, assessing the 
market intelligence and advising the strategies to be followed, all this, while 
providing the regulatory consultancy.” 

From filing services through the Isle of Man and Iceland to end-to-end Consulting 
services for the life of a filing, ManSat now offers comprehensive solutions to 
address each company’s unique spectrum requirements. 

 



 

 

 

 

Chris Stott, ManSat Chief Executive Officer, said: “We are fortunate to have Rama 
join our team.  To have him work from the Island and to make it his home is a 
double blessing for us as we all work to expand the company’s services both here at 
home and abroad.” 

Please visit www.mansat.com for further information. 
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Rama Theertha Kasi, ManSat Group Spectrum Engineer 

 

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

ManSat Limited  
ManSat carries out satellite filings for the Isle of Man under a contract with the Isle 
of Man Government's Communications Commission. Isle of Man's satellite filings are 
made to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in Geneva via the 
administration of the United Kingdom (Ofcom). 
 
Established in May 1998, ManSat Limited is a Manx registered and Manx owned 
private limited company headquartered in Douglas in the Isle of Man, with offices 
and representation in the United Kingdom and the United States. 

For further information: 
Chris Stott, ManSat Chairman and CEO                      Mobile: USA (1) 832 725 8100        
chris.stott@mansat.com 
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